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SOCIAL PROBLEMS AS COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR
HERBERTBLUMER
Universityof California,Berkeley
Sociologistshave erredin locatingsocialproblemsin objectiveconditions.Instead,
social problemshave their being in a processof collective definition.This process
determineswhether social problemswill arise, whether they become legitimated,
how they are shapedin discussion,how they come to be addressedin officialpolicy,
and how they are reconstitutedin putting planned action into effect. Sociological
theoryand study must respectthis process.

My thesis is that social problems
are fundamentallyproducts of a process of collective definition instead of
existing independentlyas a set of objective social arrangementswith an intrinsic makeup. This thesis challenges
the premiseunderlyingthe typicalsociological study of social problems.The
thesis, if true, would call for a drastic
reorientation of sociological theory
and researchin the case of social problems.
Let me begin with a brief account
of the typicalway in which sociologists
approachthe study and analysisof social problems.The approachpresumes
that a social problem exists as an objective conditionor arrangementin the
textureof a society.The objectivecondition or arrangementis seen as having an
intrinsicallyharmful or malignant na-

turestandingin contrastto a normalor
socially healthful society. In sociological jargon it is a state of dysfunction,
pathology, disorganization, or deviance. The task of the sociologist is to
identify the harmful condition or arrangement and to resolve it into its
essentialelementsor parts.This analysis of the objective makeup of the
social problem is usually accompanied
by an identificationof the conditions
which cause the problem and by proposals as to how the problemmight be
handled. In having analyzed the objective nature of the social problem,
identified its causes, and pointed out
how the problem could be handled or
solved the sociologist believes that he
has accomplishedhis scientificmission.
The knowledgeand informationwhich
he has gatheredcan, on the one hand,
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be added to the store of scholarly
knowledge and, on the other hand, be
placed at the disposal of policy makers
and the general citizenry.
This typical sociological approach
seems on its face to be logical, reasonable, and justifiable.Yet, in my judgment, it reflectsa gross misunderstanding of the nature of social problems
and, accordingly,is very ineffectualin
providing for their control. To give
an initial indication of the deficiency
of the approach,let me indicatebriefly
the falsity or unproven characterof
severalof its key assumptionsor claims.
First, currentsociologicaltheory and
knowledge, in themselves,just do not
enable the detectionor identificationof
social problems. Instead, sociologists
discernsocial problemsonly after they
are recognized as social problems by
and in a society. Sociologicalrecognition follows in the wake of societal
recognition,veering with the winds of
the public identificationof social problems. Illustrations are legion-I cite
only a few of recent memory.Poverty
was a conspicuoussocial problem for
sociologists a half-centuryago, only to
practically disappear from the sociological scene in the 1940's and early
1950's, and then to reappear in our
current time. Racial injustice and.exploitation in our society were far
greater in the 1920's and 1930's than
they are today; yet the sociological
concern they evoked was little until
the chain of happeningsfollowing the
SupremeCourt decision on school desegregationand the riot in Watts. Environmental pollution and ecological
destructionare social problemsof very
late vintage for sociologists although
their presence and manifestation date
back over many decades. The problem
of the inequality of women's status,
emerging so vigorously on our current
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scene, was of peripheral sociological
concern a few years back. Without
drawingon otherillustrations,I merely
assert that in identifying social problems sociologistshave consistentlytaken
their cue from what happens to be in
the focus of public concern.This conclusion is supported further by the
indifference of sociologists and the
public, alike, to many questionableand
harmful dimensions of modern life.
Such injuriousdimensionsmay be casually noted but despite their gravity
are given the status of social problems
by sociologists. A few instances that
come to mind are: the vast overorganizationthat is developingin modern society, the unearnedincrementin
land values which Henry George campaigned against three-quartersof a
centuryago, the injurioussocial effects
of our national highway system, the
pernicious social consequences of an
ideology of "growth," the unsavory
side of establishedbusinesscodes; and
may I add for my State of California,
a state water plan with hidden social
consequencesof a repelling character.
I think that the empirical record is
clear that the designation of social
problems by sociologists is derived
from the public designation of social
problems.
Let me add that, contrary to the
pretensionsof sociologists,sociological
theory, by itself, has been conspicuously impotent to detect or identify
social problems. This can be seen in
the case of the three most prestigeful
sociological concepts currentlyused to
explain the emergenceof social problems, namely, the concepts of "deviance," "dysfunction,"and "structural
strain." These concepts are useless as
means of identifying social problems.
For one thing, none of them has a set
of benchmarksthat enable the scholar
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to identify in the empiricalworld the
so-called instances of deviance, dysfunction, or structuralstrain. Lacking
such clear identifying characteristics,
the scholar cannot take up each and
every social condition or arrangement
in society and establishthat it is or is
not an instance of deviance, dysfunction, or structuralstrain. But this deficiency, however serious, is of lesser
importancein the matter I am considering. Of far greatersignificanceis
the inability of the scholar to explain
why some of the instancesof deviance,
dysfunction,or structuralstrain noted
by him fail to achieve the status of
social problemswhereasother instances
do reachthis status.There are all kinds
of deviance that do not gain recognition as social problems; we are never
told how or when deviancebecomes a
social problem. Similarly, there are
manyalleged dysfunctionsor structural
strains that never come to be seen as
social problems; we are not told how
and when so-called dysfunctions or
structuralstrains become social problems. Obviously,deviance,dysfunction,
and structuralstrain on one side and
social problems on the other side are
not equivalent.
If conventionalsociologicaltheory is
so decisively incapable of detecting
social problems and if sociologists
make this detection by following and
using the public recognition of social
problems, it would seem logical that
students of social problems ought to
study the process by which a society
comes to recognizeits social problems.
Sociologists have conspicuouslyfailed
to do this.
A second deficiencyof the conventional sociological approachis the assumption that a social problem exists
basicallyin the form of an identifiable
objective condition in a society. Soci-

ologists treat a social problem as if its
being consistedof a series of objective
items, such as rates of incidence, the
kind of people involved in the problem, their number, their types, their
social characteristics,and the relation
of their condition to various selected
societal factors. Is it assumedthat the
reductionof a socialprobleminto such
objectiveelementscatchesthe problem
in its central characterand constitutes
its scientificanalysis.In my judgment
this assumptionis erroneous.As I will
show much clearerlater, a social problem exists primarilyin termsof how it
is defined and conceived in a society
insteadof being an objectivecondition
with a definitiveobjectivemakeup.The
societal definition, and not the objective makeup of a given social condition, determineswhetherthe condition
exists as a social problem.The societal
definition gives the social problem its
nature, lays out how it is to be approached, and shapes what is done
about it. Alongside these decisive influences, the so-called objective existence or makeupof the social problem
is very secondaryindeed. A sociologist
may note what he believes to be a
malignant condition in a society, but
the society may ignore completely its
presence,in which event the condition
will not exist as a social problem for
that society regardless of its asserted
objectivebeing. Or, the objectivebreakdown made by a sociologist of a
societally recognized social problem
may differ widely from how the problem is seen and approached in the
society.The objectiveanalysismade by
him may have no influenceon what is
done with the problem and consequently have no realistic relation to
the problem. These few observations
suggest a clear need to study the
process by which a society comes to
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see, to define, and to handle their
social problems. Students of social
problemsnotoriouslyignore this process; and it scarcely enters into sociological theory.
There is a third highly questionable assumptionunderlyingthe typical
orientationof sociologists in the study
of social problems. It is that the findings resulting from their study of the
objective makeup of a social problem
providesocietywith the solid and effective means for remedial treatmentof
that problem. All that society has to
do, or should do, is to take heed of the
findings and to respect the lines of
treatmentto which the findings point.
This assumptionis largely nonsense.It
ignores or misrepresentshow a society
acts in the case of its social problems.
A social problem is always a focal
point for the operation of divergent
and conflicting interests, intentions,
and objectives. It is the interplay of
these interestsand objectivesthat constitutesthe way in which a societydeals
with any one of its social problems.
The sociological account of the objective makeupof the problem stands far
outside of such interplay-indeed, may
be inconsequentialto it. This distant
removalof the sociologicalstudy from
the real process through which a
society acts towards its social problem
is a major explanation of the ineffectivenessof sociologicalstudies of social
problems.
The three central deficiencies that
I have mentionedare only a sketchof a
needed full fledged criticism of the
typical sociological treatmentof social
problems.But they serve as a clue and
hence as an introduction to the development of my thesis that social
problems lie in and are products of a
process of collective definition. The
process of collective definition is re-
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sponsible for the emergence of social
problems, for the way in which they
are seen, for the way in which they
are approached and considered, for
the kind of official remedialplan that
is laid out, and for the transformation
of the remedialplan in its application.
In short, the process of collective
definition determines the career and
fate of socialproblems,from the initial
point of their appearanceto whatever
may be the terminal point in their
course. They have their being fundamentally in this process of collective
definition, instead of in some alleged
objective area of social malignancy.
The failure to recognize and respect
this fact constitutes,in my opinion, the
fundamental weakness in the sociological study of social problemsand in
sociological knowledge of social problems. Let me proceed to develop my
thesis.
To lodge the emergence,the career,
and the fate of social problems in a
processof collectivedefinitioncalls for
an analysisof the courseof this process.
I find that the process passes through
five stages. I shall label these: (1) the
emergenceof a social problem, (2) the
legitimation of the problem, (3) the
mobilization of action with regard to
the problem, (4) the formationof an
official plan of action, and (5) the
transformationof the official plan in
its empiricalimplementation.I propose
to discuss briefly each of these five
stages.
The Emergenceof Social Problems
Social problemsare not the result of
an intrinsicmalfunctioningof a society
but are the result of a process of
definition in which a given condition
is picked out and identifiedas a social
problem. A social problem does not
exist for a society unless it is recog-
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nized by that society to exist. In not
being aware of a social problem, a
society does not perceive it, addressit,
discussit, or do anythingabout it. The
problem is just not there. It is necessary, consequently, to consider the
question of how social problemsarise.
Despite its crucial importance this
question has been essentially ignored
by sociologists.
It is a gross mistake to assume that
any kind of malignant or harmful
social condition or arrangementin a
society becomes automaticallya social
problemfor that society.The pages of
history are replete with instances of
dire social conditions unnoticed and
unattended in the societies in which
they occurred. Intelligent observers,
using the standardsof one society,may
perceiveabiding harmful conditionsin
anothersociety that just do not appear
as problemsto the membershipof the
latter society. Further,individualswith
keen perceptionsof their own society,
or who as a result of distressing experiencemay perceivegiven social conditions in their societyas harmful,may
be impotentin awakeningany concern
with the conditions.Also, given social
conditionsmay be ignored at one time
yet, without change in their makeup,
become matters of grave concern at
another time. All of these kinds of
instances are so drearily repetitive as
not to require documentation. The
most casual observationand reflection
shows clearlythat the recognitionby a
societyof its social problemsis a highly
selectiveprocess,with manyharmfulsocial conditions and arrangementsnot
even making a bid for attention and
with others falling by the wayside in
what is frequentlya fierce competitive
struggle.Many push for societalrecognition but only a few come out of the
end of the funnel.
I would think that studentsof social

problems would almost automatically
see the need to study this process by
which given social conditions or arrangementscome to be recognized as
social problems. But by and large,
sociologistsdo not either see the need
or detour aroundit. Sociologicalplatitudes, such as that the perception of
social problems depend on ideologies
or on traditionalbeliefs, tell us practically nothing aboutwhat a societypicks
out as its social problems and how it
comes to pick them out. We have
scarcely any studies, and pitifully
limited knowledge, of such relevant
matters as the following: the role of
agitation in getting recognition for a
problem; the role of violence in gaining such recognition; the play of interest groups who seek to shut off
recognitionof a problem; the role of
other interest groups who foresee material gains by elevating a given condition to a problem (as in the case of
police with the current problem of
crime and drugs); the role of political
figures in fomenting concernwith certain problemsand putting the damper
on concern with other conditions; the
role of powerful organizations and
corporationsdoing the same thing; the
impotencyof powerlessgroups to gain
attention for what they believe to be
problems;the role of the mass media
in selecting social problems; and the
influence of adventitious happenings
that shockpublic sensitivities.We have
here a vast field which beckons study
and which needs to be studied if we
are to understandthe simple but basic
matterof how social problemsemerge.
And I repeatthat if they don't emerge,
they don't even begin a life.
Legitimationof Social Problems
Societal recognitiongives birth to a
social problem. But if the social problem is to move along on its courseand
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not die aborning,it must acquiresocial
legitimacy. It may seem strange to
speak of social problemshaving to become legitimated. Yet after gaining
initial recognition, a social problem
must acquire social endorsementif it
is to be taken seriously and move
forwardin its career.It must acquirea
necessarydegreeof respectabilitywhich
entitles it to considerationin the recognized arenas of public discussion. In
our society such arenas are the press,
other media of communication, the
church,the school, civic organizations,
legislative chambers,and the assembly
places of officialdom.If a social problem does not carry the credential of
respectability necessary for entrance
into these arenas,it is doomed. Do not
think becausea given social condition
or arrangementis recognizedas grave
by some people in a society-by people
who indeed attract attention to it by
their agitation-that this means that
the problem will break through into
the arena of public consideration.To
the contrary,the assertedproblemmay
be regarded as insignificant, as not
worthy of consideration, as in the
acceptedorder of things and thus not
to be tamperedwith, as distasteful to
codes of propriety, or as merely the
shouting of questionableor subversive
elements in a society. Any of these
conditionscan block a recognizedproblem from gaining legitimacy. If the
social problemfails to get legitimacyit
floundersand languishesoutside of the
arena of public action.
I want to stressthat among the wide
varietyof social conditions or arrangements that are recognized as harmful
by differing sets of people, there are
relatively few that achieve legitimacy.
Here again we are confronted with a
selective processin which, so to speak,
many budding social problems are
choked off, others are ignored, others
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are avoided, others have to fight their
way to a respectablestatus, and others
are rushed along to legitimacy by a
strong and influential backing. We
know very little of this selectiveprocess
throughwhich social problemshave to
pass in order to reach the stage of
legitimacy. Certainly such passage is
not due merely to the intrinsicgravity
of the social problem.Nor is it due to
merely the prior state of public interest or knowledge; nor to the socalled ideologies of the public. The
selective process is far more complicatedthan is suggestedby these simple,
commonplaceideas. Obviously, many
of the factors which operate to affect
the recognitionof social problemscontinue to play a part in the legitimation
of socialproblems.But it seems evident
that there are other contributingfactors through which the elusive quality
of social respectability comes to be
attached to social problems. We just
do not have much knowledge about
this process,since it is scarcelystudied.
It is certainly a cardinal matter that
should be engaging the concern of
studentsof social problems.
Mobilizationof Action
If a social problemmanagesto pass
through the stages of societal recognition and of social legitimation,it enters
a new stage in its career.The problem
now becomes the object of discussion,
of controversy,of differing depictions,
and of diverseclaims. Those who seek
changes in the area of the problem
clash with those who endeavor to
protect vested interests in the area.
Exaggeratedclaims and distorted depictions, subserving vested interests,
become commonplace.Outsiders, less
involved, bring their sentiments and
images to bear on their framing of the
problem.Discussion, advocacy,evaluation, falsification,diversionarytactics,
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and advancingof proposalstake place
in the media of communication,in
casual meetings, organized meetings,
legislative chambers, and committee
hearings. All of this constitutesa mobilization of the society for action on
the social problem. It seems scarcely
necessaryto point out that the fate of
the social problem depends greatly on
what happens in this process of mobilization. How the problem comes to
be defined, how it is bent in response
to awakenedsentiment, how it is depicted to protect vested interests, and
how it reflects the play of strategic
position and power-all are appropriate questions that suggest the importance of the process of mobilization
for action.
Again, as far as I can see, students
of socialproblemsby-passconcernwith
and considerationof this stage of the
collective defining process. Our best
knowledgeof this stage has come from
students of public opinion. Yet their
contributionis fragmentaryand woefully inadequate,primarilybecause of
a lack of detailed empiricalanalysisof
the process.The studentsof the public
opinion processtell us little abouthow
given social problems come to survive
in their confrontationsand how they
are redefinedin order to achieve such
survival.Similarly,they tell us next to
nothing about how other social problems languish,perish or just fade away
in this stage. That students of social
problems should overlook this crucial
stage in the fate of social problems
seemsto me to be extraordinarily
shortsighted.

to the given problem.It consistsof the
hammeringtogetherof an officialplan
of action, such as takes place in legislative committees,legislativechambers,
and executiveboards.The officialplan
is almost always a product of bargaining, in which diverse views and interests are accommodated. Compromises, concessions,tradeoffs,deference
to influence, response to power, and
judgmentsof what may be workableall play a part in the final formulation.
This is a defining and redefining
process in a concentratedform-the
forming, the re-working and the recasting of a collective picture of the
social problem, so that what emerges
may be a far cry from how the problem was viewed in the earlierstage of
its career. The official plan that is
enactedconstitutes,in itself, the official
definitionof the problem;it represents
how the society through its official
apparatusperceives the problem and
intends to act toward the problem.
These observationsare commonplace.
Yet, they point to the operationof a
definingprocessthat has telling significance for the fate of the problem.
Surely, effective and relevant study of
social problems should embracewhat
happens to the problem in the process
of agreeingon officialaction.

Implementationof the OfficialPlan
To assume that an officialplan and
its implementationin practiceare the
same is to fly in the face of facts. Invariablyto some degree, frequentlyto
a large degree, the plan as put into
practice is modified, twisted and reshaped, and takes on unforeseenaccreFormationof An Official
tions. This is to be expected.The imPlan of Action
plementationof the plan ushers in a
This stagein the careerof socialprob- new processof collective definition. It
lems represents the decision of a sets the stage for the formationof new
societyas to how it will act with regard lines of action on the part of those
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involved in the social problem and
those touched by the plan. The people
who are in dangerof losing advantages
strive to restrict the plan or bend its
operation to new directions. Those
who stand to benefit from the plan
may seek to exploit new opportunities.
Or both groups may work out new
accommodative arrangementsunforeseen in the plan. The administration
and the operatingpersonnel are prone
to substitute their policies for the
officialpolicy underlyingthe plan. Frequently, variouskinds of subterranean
adjustmentsare developedwhich leave
intact central areas of the social problem or transformother of its areas in
ways that were never officially intended. The kind of accommodations,
blockages,unanticipatedaccretions,and
unintended transformationsof which
I am speaking can be seen abundantly
in the case of many past attempts to
put official plans into actual practice.
Such consequenceswere conspicuousin
the implementationof the prohibition
amendment.They are notoriousin the
case of the regulatoryagencies in our
country. They are to be seen in the
case of most new law enforcementprograms designed to combatthe problem
of crime. I scarcelyknow of any facet
of the general area of social problems
that is more important, less understood, and less studied than that of the
unforeseen and unintended restructuring of the areaof a social problemthat
arises from the implementationof an
officialplan of treatment.I am unable
to understandwhy students of social
problems, in both their studies and
their formulationof theory, can afford
to ignore this crucial step in the lifebeing of social problems.
I hope that my discussionof the five
discerniblestages in the full careerof
social problemsbrings out the need for
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developing a new perspectiveand approachin the sociolgicalstudyof social
problems. It seems to me to be indubitably necessary to place social
problems in the context of a process
of collectivedefinition.It is this process
which determineswhether social problems are recognized to exist, whether
they qualify for consideration, how
they are to be considered, what is to
be done about them, and how they are
reconstitutedin the efforts undertaken
to control them. Social problems have
their being, their career,and their fate
in this process. To ignore this process
can yield only fragmentaryknowledge
and a fictitiouspicture of social problems.
My discussion should not be construed as denying value to the conventional way in which sociologists approach the topic of social problems.
Knowledge of the objective makeup
of socialproblems(which is their aim)
should be sought as a corrective for
ignorance or misinformationconcerning this objective makeup. Yet, such
knowledge is grossly inadequatewith
regardeither to the handling of social
problems or to the development of
sociologicaltheory. In the handling of
social problems,knowledge of the objective makeup of the social problem
areais of significanceonly to the extent
that the knowledge enters into the
process of collective definition which
determinesthe fate of social problems.
In this process the knowledge may be
ignored, distorted, or smothered by
other considerations.For me, it is selfevident that sociologistswho wish their
studies of social problems to bring
about improved conditions had better
study and understand the process of
collective definition through which
changes are made. On the side of
sociological theory, knowledge of the
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objectivemakeupof social problemsis
essentiallyuseless. It is useless because,
as I have sought to show, social problems do not lie in the objectiveareasto
which they point but in the processof
being seen and defined in the society.
All the empirical evidence that I can
find points indubitablyto this concusion. I would welcome any evidenceto
the contrary.Sociologists who seek to
develop theory of social problems on
the premise that social problems are
lodged in some kind of objectivesocial
structure are misreading their world.
To attribute social problems to presumed structuralstrains, upsets in the
equilibriumof the social system, dys-

functions, breakdownof social norms,
clash of social values, or deviation
from social conformity, is to unwittingly transfer to a suppositious
social structure what belongs to the
process of collective definition. As I
have said earlier,no one of these concepts is capable of explaining why
some of the empiricalinstancescovered
by the conceptbecome social problems
and others do not. This explanation
must be sought in the processof collective definition.If sociologicaltheory is
to be grounded in knowledge of the
empiricalworld of social problems, it
must heed and respect the nature of
that empiricalworld.

STABLE WORKERS, BLACK AND WHlTE*
JOSEPH A. KAHL
Cornell University
JOHN M. GOERING
Washington University
A study of stable working and middle-class men, both black and white, shows
two comparative tendencies: 1) the two races are similar on job aspirations and
satisfactions, both races indicating economic ambition, a sense of personal security
in employment, adequate advancement on the job and in consumption, and high
hopes for children; 2) the two races differ in political perspectives, with the
blacks indicating a sense of partial marginality to the system reflecting discrimination, and a determination to protest. Putting the two tendencies together, it is
concluded that stable jobs among blacks are associated with high levels of personal
satisfaction but not with political conservatism, since awareness of group deprivation and desire to protest are independent of personal achievement and are not
frustrated responses to blocked ambition.

There has been much interestin recent years in sociological studies of
AmericanNegroes. Most of this interest, however, has been directed at the
* This article reports a small segment
of a cooperative research endeavor. In the
design, field work, and analysis stages our
co-workers were: Mrs. Martha Batt, John L.
Brown, Charles K. Cummings, Eduardo

Munoz, Herman Noah, William Pollard,
Robert Sheak, Glaucio A. Dillon Soares,
and Michael Wright; Lee Rainwater served
as consultant. We were supported by a
grant from the Ford Foundation to The
Interamerican Group for Comparative Sociology, administered by the Social Science
Institute, Washington University, St. Louis;
by N. S. F. grant G22296 to that University's Computer Center; and by the Center
for International Studies and the Office of
Computer Services, Cornell University.

